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Kinney, Penelope

From: Heumann, Elise
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 11:02 AM
To: Kinney, Penelope; Cook, John
Cc: Pstrak, David
Subject: Elise proposal on add'I FY 2010 funding

Penny/John- Z-
There is a total of $134,761 that SFST needs to provide during FY 2010.-201 1, to fully fund this contract to the
agreed upon ceiling. There is $75,000 budgeted in FY 2011. This leaves $59,761 that I proposeto reprogram
to J5546 in FY 2010.

Using the forecasted spending below, the additional $59,761 in FY 2010 funds will provide about $20K of FY
2010 funds that will beýcarried over into FY 2011; this amount of funds are sufficient for forecasted costs thru
February 201 1.?

I will show this as a May commitment and obligation in the Funds Utilization Plan, as I believe SNL has
incurred costs in Apfil'for which NRC has not provided funds.

Elise
From: Cook, John
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 9:52 AM
To: Heumann, Elise
Cc: Pstrak, David; Weaver, Doug; Kinney, Penelope
Subject: RE: Followup Elise Q on SFTRA funding status; Can you get the expected April 2010 spending too, please.
Thanks <EOM>

OK, Doug estimates April 2010 spending at $18,660.

From: Heumann, Elise
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 9:25 AM
To: Cook, John
Cc: Pstrak, David; Weaver, Doug; Kinney, Penelope
'Subject: Followup Elise Q on SFTRA funding status; Can you get the expected April 2010 spending too, please. Thanks
<EOM>

From: Cook, John
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2010 7:37 AM
To: Heumann, Elise
Cc: Pstrak, David; Weaver,,Doug; Kinney, Penelope
Subject: RE: Elise reply: SFTRA funding status - RESENDING to correct typo in 6th bullet

Elise-

Latest spending plan estimates from SNL are shown below, and total $134,800. Adding this to the $1,675,239
already sent gives the correct life-of-project total of $1,810,039. Per earlier discussion, we need to provide the
final $60,000 in funding for these expenditures. Thanks.

May-10 $0
Jun-10 $0
Jul-10 $11,944
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Aug-l 0 $358
Sep-10 $9,587
Oct-10 $3,018

Nov-10 $3,169

Dec-10 $2,917
Jan-11 $342
Feb-1 $2,882
Mar-11 $43,286

Apr-I1 $15,658
May-11 $26,645
Jun-11 $14,993

-John

From: Heumann, Elise
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2010 8:15 AM
To: Cook, John
Cc: Pstrak, David; Weaver, Doug; Kinney, Penelope
Subject: Elise reply: SFTRA funding status - RESENDING to correct typo in 6th bullet

John-
To form a basis for additional funding SFST will provide to SNL in FY 2010, 1 suggest you ask them for an
updated spending plan. The March MLSR states "the current spending rate is on line with the projected rate."
My concern is that this same statement was in the February MLSR and what I was showing for forecasted
spending in March was $6K, but actual spending ended up being $65K. I would not like to see a similar
disconnect for April or subsequent months.

The current forecasted spending for the SNL project is:
April=$700.00
May=$9,900.00
June=$3,300.00
July=$6.000.00
August=$700.00
September=$12,200.00

See me if there are questions.
Elise

From: Cook, John
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2010 7:47 AM
To: Weaver, Doug
Cc: Pstrak, David; Heumann, Elise
Subject: SFTRA funding status - RESENDING to correct typo in 6th bullet

Doug-

I have discussed the funding status with Doug Ammerman at Sandia and believe the following points capture the current
SFTRA funding status and issues:

• Ammerman agrees that the project is basically on track, but that some adjustments may need to be made.
* The project can be completed within the current ceiling price of $1,810,000.
* The draft NUREG will be provided to NRC staff on or before May 6 as scheduled.
* At this point, focus shifts from SNL to NRC internal review and ORNL external peer review.
0 SNL will revise the draft based on staff review comments.
0 It appears that we may be $60K short on budgeted funds for the project in FYI0. This is not a cost overrun, but

rather an undersupply on funding. FY11 funding looks OK (project ends in FYI 1).
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Iv!6uld want to discuss further with Ammerman, David and Elise, but initially suggest two possibilities regarding shortfall:

* Since $75K was just removed from the ORNL peer review (indicating it has a low priority), perhaps we should just
transfer another -$25K of that funding to this project (would have the side benefit of further reducing carryover in
the ORNL contract).

* Identify this project as a candidate to receive any surplus FY10 funds. Historically the surplus situation occurs in
the latter half of the FY, but do not know if that is the case this year.

As a fallback approach, we built in a $50K contingency into the project to accommodate unforeseen problems; that
together with eliminating one meeting, could compensate for the $60K shortfall. In fact given the contingency fund, it
would not be crucial that the surplus funds mentioned above become available after the transfer.

Next step is to engage those involved and firm up approach.

-John
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